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Purpose
• The purpose of this study are to :

– analyze the spectral ratios computed from retrieved strong 
motion data recorded by several stations in Mexico City 
during the most recent M7.1 19 September 2017 Puebla-
Morelos earthquake.  

– identify the predominant frequencies at the select sites for 
which data are available.

– compare, as  applicable, the frequencies and spectral ratios 
with observed predominant frequencies from the 1985 
Michoacan earthquake. 

– compare 2017 frequencies with the current site periods 
(frequencies) interpolated from the seismic zoning map of 
Mexico City (Mexican Seismic Design Code of 2004). 

• The scope of the paper will not include tectonics, seismicity, 
earthquake damage reconnaissance and/or assessment. 3



Relative locations of the 1985 and 2017 earthquakes with 
respect to Mexico City. Coordinates [latitudes and longitudes] 

of the epicenters of both 1985 and 2017 events are also 
indicated
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Relative locations of the 1985 and 2017 earthquakes with 
respect to Mexico City. Coordinates [latitudes and longitudes] 

of the epicenters of both 1985 and 2017 events are also 
indicated
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(LEFT) Zoning map of Mexico City that was in effect in 1985 (Çelebi and others, 1987). 
Solid lines are major avenues and thick solid lines are boundaries of zones.  Stations 

included in the study are marked with circles. (RIGHT) Much more detailed zoning map 
that was in effect in 2017 (Mexican Seismic Design Code of 2004), with Zones denoted as 

Zona. Escala gráfica: Map scale. 
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1985 EQ Studies
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1985 EQ: 
Amplitude Spectra and Spectral Ratios 

(limited number of strong motions)
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1985 EQ: from weak motions 
(USGS study)
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1985 mainshock acceleration time histories depict 
the amplification of accelerations in different 
locations in Mexico City as compared to UNAM 
station. 
Response spectra of the accelerations also depict 
the amplification. Design response spectra in effect 
in 1985 are superimposed as dashed lines on each 
for comparison purposes) [Figure adopted from 
Anderson and others, 1986]. 
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During 1985, SCT building  (Ministry of Telecommunications) (Secretaria de 
Communicaciones y Telegrafos) was severely damaged (several collapsed floors 

)(http://libraryphoto.cr.usgs.gov/cgi-bin/show_picture.cgi?ID=ID.%20Celebi)
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The picture on the left is from  
Google Earth (January 2018). It must 

have been taken before September 
19, 2017 EQ.

It is reported that in 2017 EQ, this 
building again is severely damaged 

and will be demolished.
We do not have any pictures of the 

damages that the building 
experienced during 2017 EQ.



Representative number of peak accelerations of the 
1985 and 2017 mainshocks. Zone designations are 
according to the current zoning map in the 2004 

Seismic Design Code.
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Google Earth Map of Mexico City with strong motion stations used in 
this study, that recorded the EQ of 19 September 2017 (yellow circles 

with station numbers labeled, SCT, CUP5 and UNAM stations are 
highlighted in red in the inset.  
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(LEFT) Zoning map modified from the 2004 Mexican Seismic Design Code of 2004 
– showing some of the stations in different zones that recorded the 19 September 

2017 M7.1 earthquake.  Station CUP5 in close proximity to UNAM station . 
(RIGHT) Map showing predominant periods in the different zones (digitized by 
authors using the map in the 2004 Mexican Seismic Design Code) - used later to 

compare periods from the code with those from strong motion data of 2017 
earthquake. Stations included in this study are shown as yellow circles
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Table 2. Data Information
(a) site classification according to 

Mexican Seismic Code Map (2004),
(b) original data station name 
(c) coordinates of stations
(d) delta time (sampling rate), 
(e) number of points [npts], 
(f) record length (s). 

AS A RESULT:

Data characteristics are standardized to:
(a) length of 260 s for each station and 

channel and with Δt =0.01s (100 sps),
(b) reduced to or padded to 26001 points. 
(c) All acceleration time history units are  

standardized to m/s/s units
NOTES: 
(a) [LEAC could be either IIIa or IIIb; 

hence accepted here as IIIa. 
(b) **CH84 GEER(2017) identifies as II 

but could be IIIa also; hence accepted 
as II. 

(c) (c) + note the short length of PZIG. 
(d) ***UNAM operated station. 15



DATA ANALYSES: SPECTRAL RATIOS
• Spectral ratios are computed:

(1) using the transfer function relationship:
Rij(f)= Aij(f)/Aref,j(f) where 

Aij(f) is the jth component of the smoothed amplitude
spectrum at recording station i and similarly, Aref,j(f) is  
the jth component of the smoothed amplitude spectrum
at the reference recording station. This relationship is  
valid assuming the differences in distance between the 
recording station i and reference station is negligible 
when compared to an overall distance of ~106 km of 
the reference station from the epicenter 

• H/V  (or Nakamura Method [1989, 2008])
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Sample Computations
(also to compare Rij and H/V methods)
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RESULTS: SPECTRAL RATIOS FOR ZONE II
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RESULTS: SPECTRAL RATIOS FOR ZONE III (Rij))
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RESULTS: SPECTRAL RATIOS FOR ZONE III (H/V)
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COMPARISON: Computed vs. 2004 Code
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Comparison
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Conclusions (1/2)
• Predominant site frequencies (periods) 

identified from spectral ratios computed for 
ground motions recorded in Mexico City 
during the mainshock of 19 September 2017 
(M7.1) Puebla-Morelos earthquake are in 
relatively good agreement with those 
indicated  in the site period map of the 2004 
Mexican Seismic Design Code. 

• The agreement is best for Zone III, and 
relatively good for Zone II stations. 
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Conclusions (2/2)
• The differences can be attributed to one or combination of 

several factors including (a) interpolation errors from the 
maps, (b) peak picking errors of the frequencies from 
spectral ratios, (c) variations of depth,  (d) associated Vs 
values of the underlying soil at the different locations and 
(e) differences in H/V to H/H (soil/rock) ratios.   Most 
important difference is most likely due to physical 
difference between H/H spectral ratio computed with 
respect to a reference station and H/V spectral ratio 
computed with respect to vertical motion at same station. 

• Furthermore, we conclude that H/V method can be reliably 
used with Mexico City data (as well as other regions of the 
world). 2424



2017 EQ DATA:  SOURCES & ORGANIZATION

• Institute of Engineering’s (IINGEN) Strong Ground Motion Network 
of the Seismic Instrumentation Unit within the Engineering 
Seismology Laboratory of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico (UNAM) [www.iingen.unam.mx] and 

• Centro de Instrumentación y Registro Sísmico (CIRES) 
[www.cires.org.mx/].
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